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Abstract
A texture-zeros is an approach to reduce the number of free parameters in Yukawa
couplings and it is one of the most attractive ones. In our paper, we discuss the origin of
zero-structure in texture-zeros by S3 flavor symmetry approach. Some of electroweak dou-
blet Higgs fields have vanishing vacuum expectation value(VEV) which leads to vanishing
elements in quark and lepton mass matrices. Then, the structure of supersymmetric scalar
potential is analyzed and Higgs fields have non-trivial S3 charges. As a prediction of our
paper, a lower bound of a MNS matrix element, Ue3 ≥ 0.04, is obtained. The suppression
of flavor-changing neutral currents(FCNC) mediated by the Higgs fields is discussed and
lower bounds of the Higgs masses are derived.
1 Introduction
It is known that the standard model of elementary particle physics has many free Yukawa
couplings. The texture-zeros was considered as an approach to reduce the number of the
Yukawa couplings. By this approach, predictions among observable values are obtained. Due
to useful features of the texture-zeros, many authors have studied the texture-zeros[1]-[10].
However, an origin of zero elements of mass matrices are not known. Namely, such zeros have
often been assumed by hand. Our paper proposes a new approach to solve this problem and
some models are considered by U(1) flavor symmetry [11] or discrete flavor symmetry [12].
In our model, we take the discrete flavor symmetry approach. Flavor symmetry is expected
to be a clue to understand the masses and mixing angles of quarks and leptons. It reduces the
number of free parameters in Yukawa couplings such as the texture-zeros and some testable
predictions of masses and mixing angles generally follow. Some predictive models with discrete
flavor symmetries have been explored by many authors [13]-[20].We consider a S3 group as
the discrete symmetry because S3 group is the simplest discrete non-Abelian group. S3 is a
permutation group of three objects.
In this paper, we discuss the mass matrix of quarks and leptons in the case that SU(2)
doublet Higgs fields have non-trivial S3 flavor charges. Then, we discuss a dynamical realiza-
tion of the texture-zeros. In previous models, some Yukawa couplings are restricted by discrete
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flavor symmetry and then some favored textures(texture-zeros) are obtained by changing basis.
However, there is another possibility to obtain zero matrix elements. This is vanishing Higgs
VEV. This possibility, however, does not make sense if a model contains only one Higgs field.
Therefore, we introduce some Higgs fields. We perform the analysis of Higgs potential at the
electroweak scale and examine whether some of Higgs fields in the flavor basis have vanishing
expectation values. Vanishing elements(texture-zeros) of fermion mass matrices are obtained
dynamically in the vacuum of the theory, and their positions are controlled by the flavor sym-
metry. An interesting point of the scheme is that, due to the S3 group structure, the up and
down quark mass matrices automatically have different forms at the vacuum, which lead to
non-vanishing generation mixing.
It is found that the exact S3 model has Nambu-Goldstone bosons. However, these disappear
by introducing S3 soft breaking terms and it is showed that these terms have no effect on
predictions of the exact S3 model. Generally speaking, S3 soft breaking terms give rise to
changing conditions necessary to take a favored vacuum. However, S3 soft breaking terms
introduced in our model do not generate conditions for a favored vacuum. As a prediction for
a unitary matrix element Ue3, we obtain Ue3 ≥ 0.04. This will be tested in future experiments
such as the double Chooz. The suppression of FCNC mediated by multiple Higgs fields will
also be discussed.
2 S3 invariant mass matrix on Supersymmetry
In this section, the S3 invariant mass matrices are presented[14]. We consider a supersymmetric
theory and both left-handed and right-handed fermions transform under a single S3 symmetry.
S3 has three irreducible representations, a singlet, a pseudo singlet and a doublet. We suppose
that two of three generations belong to S3 doublets and the others are singlets. Namely, S3
doublet is assigned to matter superfield of first and second generation,ΨL1,2 and ΨR1,2 . Then,
the most general supersymmetric Yukawa mass terms are obtained as
Wy = ΨLi(MD)ijΨRj , (1)
MD =


aH1 bHS + cHA dH2
bHS − cHA aH2 dH1
eH2 eH1 fHS

 , (2)
where a, b, · · · , f are independent Yukawa coupling constants. H1 and H2 are S3 doublet Higgs,
HA is S3 pseudo singlet Higgs and HS is S3 singlet Higgs. Eq. (2) is obtained by using a
decomposition of a tensor product of S3 doublet, φ and ψ, which is given as
φc × ψ = (φ2ψ2, φ1ψ1)
T
2
+ (φ1ψ2 − φ2ψ1)1A + (φ1ψ2 + φ2ψ1)1S , (3)
where φc = σ1φ
∗ = σ1(φ
∗
1, φ
∗
2)
T , ψ = (ψ1, ψ2)
T . Now we assign 1S to third generation tem-
porarily. We reconfigure this assignment later.
The S3 invariant bare Majorana mass matrix for matter superfield Ψi(i = 1, 2, 3) is given as
Wm = Ψi(MR)ijΨj , (4)
MR =


M1
M1
M2

 , (5)
where M1,M2 are majorana masses.
3 S3 invariant Higgs scalar potential analysis
In our model we consider eight Higgs bosons: HuS, HdS, HuA, HdA, Hu1, Hd1, Hu2 and Hd2,
which are SU(2) weak doublet. Our purpose in this section is to discuss whether or not there
are some vanishing VEV patterns with no parameter relations. S3 invariant potential is given
as
V = Vsusy + Vsoft , (6)
Vsusy =
1
2
D2Y +
1
2
∑
a=1,2,3
(Da)2
+ |µS|
2
(
H†uSHuS +H
†
dSHdS
)
+ |µA|
2
(
H†uAHuA +H
†
dAHdA
)
+ |µD|
2
(
H†u1Hu1 +H
†
d1Hd1 +H
†
u2Hu2 +H
†
d2Hd2
)
, (7)
Vsoft = m
2
uSH
†
uSHuS +m
2
dSH
†
dSHdS + (bSHuSǫHdS + h.c.)
+m2uAH
†
uAHuA +m
2
dAH
†
dAHdA + (bAHuAǫHdA + h.c.)
+m2uD(H
†
u1Hu1 +H
†
u2Hu2) +m
2
dD(H
†
d1Hd1 +H
†
d2Hd2)
+ [bD (Hu1ǫHd2 +Hu2ǫHd1) + h.c.] , (8)
where ǫ is the antisymmetric tensor, and bx, mux and mdx (x = S,A,D) are the holomorphic
and non-holomorphic mass parameters of supersymmetry breaking, respectively. The D-terms
are explicitly given by
DY = −
1
2
gY
{
(H†uSHuS −H
†
dSHdS) + (H
†
uAHuA −H
†
dAHdA)
+ (H†u1Hu1 −H
†
d1Hd1) + (H
†
u2Hu2 −H
†
d2Hd2)
}
, (9)
Da = −g2
{
(H†uST
aHuS +H
†
dST
aHdS) + (H
†
uAT
aHuA +H
†
dAT
aHdA)
+ (H†u1T
aHu1 +H
†
d1T
aHd1) + (H
†
u2T
aHu2 +H
†
d2T
aHd2)
}
, (10)
with T a(a = 1, 2, 3) is the SU(2)L generators. Hence, we analyze eight equations at vacuum:
(|µS|
2 +m2uS)vuS = bSvdS −XvuS, (|µS|
2 +m2dS)vdS = bSvuS +XvdS, (11)
(|µA|
2 +m2uA)vuA = bAvdA −XvuA, (|µA|
2 +m2dA)vdA = bAvuA +XvdA, (12)
(|µD|
2 +m2uD)vu1 = bDvd2 −Xvu1, (|µD|
2 +m2dD)vd2 = bDvu1 +Xvd2, (13)
(|µD|
2 +m2uD)vu2 = bDvd1 −Xvu2, (|µD|
2 +m2dD)vd1 = bDvu2 +Xvd1, (14)
where the quantities vx are the absolute values of the neutral Higgs scalars,
vuS =
∣∣∣〈H0uS〉∣∣∣ , vuA = ∣∣∣〈H0uA〉∣∣∣ , vu1 = ∣∣∣〈H0u1〉∣∣∣ , vu2 = ∣∣∣〈H0u2〉∣∣∣ ,
vdS =
∣∣∣〈H0dS〉∣∣∣ , vdA = ∣∣∣〈H0dA〉∣∣∣ , vd1 = ∣∣∣〈H0d1〉∣∣∣ , vd2 = ∣∣∣〈H0d2〉∣∣∣ , (15)
and the parameters bS, bA and bD have been chosen to be real and positive using field redefini-
tions. X is defined as
X ≡
g2Y + g
2
2
4
(
v2uS − v
2
dS + v
2
uA − v
2
dA + v
2
u1 − v
2
d1 + v
2
u2 − v
2
d2
)
, (16)
where gY and g2 are gauge couplings of U(1)Y and SU(2)L, respectively. In general, these
equations are the coupled equations through a common parameter X which contains all the
Higgs VEVs. However, we can separate these equations into three parts for the singlet, the
pseudo singlet and the doublet. This is because vanishing-VEVs makes the equations trivial
within each sector. Consequently, possible 14 VEV patterns in Table 1 are obtained. They do
not need some parameter conditions.
vuS vdS vuA vdA vu1 vu2 vd1 vd2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0
Table 1: All possible minima of the scalar potential for S3 singlet and doublet Higgs fields
without tuning of Lagrangian parameters for electroweak symmetry breaking. The blank entries
denote non-vanishing VEVs.
4 Quark and lepton mass textures
We obtained 14 VEV patterns in previous section. Now let us analyze these patterns phe-
nomenologically. The most interesting pattern of 14 patterns is the following:
vuS = vdS = vu1 = vd2 = 0, vuA, vdA, vu2, vd1 6= 0. (17)
This pattern leads to the simplest texture(i.e.the maximal number of zero matrix elements)
with non-trivial flavor mixing.
We consider mass matrices obtained from the VEV pattern (17). In section 2, we assigned
S3 singlet 1S to third generation. However, we can assign 1S to any generation in general. For
example, 1S can be also assigned to first generation. As results of exhausting all the S3 charge
assignments, mass matrices are derived as
Mu =


bu
du fu
−fu iu

 , Md =


bd
dd ed
−ed id

 , Me =


dd 3ed
bd −3ed
id

 , (18)
Mν =


bν cν
−bν eν
gν

 , MR =


M1
M1
M2

 , (19)
where blank entries denote zero and each parameter inMu,Md,Me,Mν such as du, dd, bν stands
for a product of a Yukawa coupling and a VEV, for example, du = dvu2. We assume here
the SU(5) grand unification. Namely, S3 charge assignment of (18) and (19) is embedded in
the SU(5) grand unification. It is, however, noted that the charge assignment of the right-
handed neutrinos is completely irrelevant to low-energy physics, and the generation structure
of the light neutrino mass matrix is determined only by the flavor charge of the left-handed
leptons. We have included a group theoretical factor −3 [21] in front of the element ed. Such a
Table 2: The U(1) symmetries of the Higgs scalar potential with the S3 breaking terms (21).
HuS HdS HuA HdA Hu1 Hu2 Hd1 Hd2
UX +1 −1 0 0 +1 0 0 −1
UY +1 −1 +1 −1 +1 +1 −1 −1
factor originates from a Yukawa coupling to higher-dimensional Higgs field. For example, this
originates from 45-plet of SU(5).
Some predictions from our model are given as
|Vcb| =
√
mc
mt
, |Ue3| ≥ 0.04. (20)
The former prediction in (20) is known to accurately fit the experimental data and it has already
been studied in other theoretical framework [9, 22]. A precise numerical estimation, however,
indicates that the former prediction is not satisfied with the experimental data slightly. There
is a possibility to modify this deviation. That is a supersymmetric threshold correction. The
theory would become viable in light of the current experimental data. We leave a detailed
discussion of this correction to future investigations. The latter prediction[23] in (20) is most
important prediction in our model. This lower bound will be tested in future experiments, such
as the double Chooz[24].
5 Higgs mass spectrum and S3 soft breaking terms in
B-term
The S3 potential has an enhanced global symmetry SU(2)×U(1)
2 and leads to massless Nambu-
Goldstone bosons in the electroweak broken phases. Global symmetries U(1)2 is presented
in Table 2. It is therefore reasonable to softly break the flavor symmetry within the scalar
potential. We introduce the following supersymmetry-breaking soft terms which do not break
phenomenological characters of the exact S3 model.
V 6S3 = bSDHuSHd2 + b
′
SDHu1HdS + bADHuAHd1 + b
′
ADHu2HdA + h.c. (21)
A S3 soft breaking model have the same phenomenological characters as the exact S3 model
and we can take the VEV pattern (17) with no parameter condition.
The S3 soft breaking model also predicts a lightest Higgs mode. This is similar to the
minimal supersymmetric standard model(MSSM). We obtain the neutral Higgs masses squared
approximately:
{M2h0, M
2
H0
1
, M2H0
2
, M2H0
3
, M2H0
4
}
= {O(v2), m¯2 − b¯− b¯′, m¯2 + b¯− b¯′, m¯2 − b¯+ b¯′, m¯2 + b¯+ b¯′}. (22)
The other three mass eigenvalues squared take the complicated forms. Then, we make the
simplifying assumption
|µx|
2 +m2ux = |µx|
2 +m2dx ≡ m¯
2, bx ≡ b¯, (x = S,A,D) (23)
bSD = b
′
SD = bAD = b
′
AD ≡ b¯
′ , (24)
s sL L
d dR R
H10( H20, H30, H40 )
Figure 1: A Higgs-mediated tree-level FCNC process for the K meson system
with the hierarchy m¯2, |b¯|, |b¯′| ≫ v2 ≡ v2u2+ v
2
d1+ v
2
uA+ v
2
dA. Hence, we obtain a lightest mode
which has a weak scale mass O(v) and its eigenvector is given as
h0 =
1
v
(
vuAh
0
uA + vdAh
0
dA + vu2h
0
u2 + vd1h
0
d1
)
. (25)
6 K0 - K¯0 mixing
Since there are multiple electroweak doublet Higgs bosons which couple to matter fields, flavor-
changing processes are mediated at classical level by these Higgs fields. We can show that
flavor-changing process at classical level leads to all but one Higgs masses which are order
of supersymmetric breaking scale. Therefore, the experimental observations of FCNC rare
events would show a bound on the supersymmetry breaking scale. Among various experimental
constraints, we find the most important constraint comes from the neutral K meson mixing.
For the heavy Higgs modes, the tree-level KL − KS mass difference ∆m
tree
K is given by the
matrix element of the effective Hamiltonian between K mesons[25]. ∆mtreeK includes MH , which
is an average of the Higgs masses 1/M2H =
1
4
(
1/M2
H0
1
+ 1/M2
H0
2
+ 1/M2
H0
3
+ 1/M2
H0
4
)
, and a free
parameter η is given as
η =
(ySd )22bdvd1
m2b
−
(ySd )13ddvd1
msmb
. (26)
(ySd )22 and (y
S
d )13 are the down type quark Yukawa couplings. It is found from Fig. 2 that
heavy Higgs masses are bounded from below so as to suppress the extra Higgs contribution
compared with the standard model one. MH is roughly given by
MH ≥
{
3.8TeV (η = 0)
1.4TeV (η = 0.03)
, (27)
where we took η = 0 and 0.03 as typical values. We used the experimental valuesmK = 490MeV
and fK = 160MeV, and took vd1 = 100GeV as a typical electroweak scale.
7 Summary
The mass matrix of quarks and leptons have discussed in view of S3 flavor symmetry approach.
We have analyzed the structure of the Higgs scalar potential and examined possible vanishing
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
MH[TeV]
1
2
3
4
∆m Ktree
−−−−−−−−−−−−−∆m KSM
Figure 2: ∆mtreeK /∆m
SM
K as a function of the Higgs parameterMH . The solid and dashed carves
correspond to η = 0 and 0.03, respectively.
elements of quark and lepton mass matrices. Then, there exists the most favored VEV pattern
for which parameter conditions are not necessary and quark and lepton mass matrices from the
VEV pattern is consistent with experimental data. S3 assignment to the flavor can be embedded
in the SU(5) grand unification and we take non-trivial S3 assignment. As phenomenological
results, a prediction for the lepton mixing Ue3 is obtained: Ue3 ≥ 0.04. This prediction will
be tested in future experiments. It is found from tree-level FCNC processes mediated by the
Higgs bosons that TeV scale typical Higgs mass is consistent with K0-K¯0 mixing experimental
bound.
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